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Abstract
Viruses have complex evolutionary relationships, and several strategies have been used in an attempt to classify the
phages that infect S. thermophilus. In this study, we used a wide range of complementary methods, including
comparative genomics, core genome analysis, and signature genes phylogenetics, to show that the S. thermophilus
phages are organized into 142 species and five genera (three of them new) and that due to their genetic diversity, the
classification at family level varies according to the classification criteria used. No significantly conserved genes were
identified among the 183 genomes evaluated. However, the genes encoding holin protein were conserved in more than
95% of genomes. The holins analysis suggests that at least two α-helix are required for protein function within S.
thermophilus phages. This study expanded the of knowledge about the genetic diversity and evolution of streptococcal
phages, both fundamental to promoting control strategies and minimizing failures in milk fermentation processes.
Keywords: Biodiversity; Core genome; Holin; Panvirome; Taxonomy; Signature genes; Starter culture.
Resumo
Os vírus possuem relações evolutivas complexas, e várias estratégias têm sido utilizadas na tentativa de classificar os
fagos que infectam S. thermophilus. Neste estudo, usamos uma ampla gama de métodos complementares, incluindo
genômica comparativa, análise do genoma central e filogenética de genes de assinatura, para mostrar que os fagos de
S. thermophilus estão organizados em 142 espécies e cinco gêneros (três deles novos) e que devido à sua diversidade
genética, a classificação em nível familiar varia de acordo com os critérios de classificação utilizados. Nenhum gene
significativamente conservado foi identificado entre os 183 genomas avaliados. No entanto, os genes que codificam a
proteína holina foram conservados em mais de 95% dos genomas. A análise das holinas sugere que pelo menos duas αhélices são necessárias para a função da proteína dentro dos fagos de S. thermophilus. Este estudo ampliou o
conhecimento sobre a diversidade genética e evolução dos fagos estreptocócicos, ambos fundamentais para promover
estratégias de controle e minimizar falhas nos processos de fermentação do leite.
Palavras-chave: Biodiversidade; Genoma core; Holina; Panviroma; Taxonomia; Genes de assinatura; Cultura
iniciadora.
Resumen
Los virus tienen relaciones evolutivas complejas y se han utilizado varias estrategias en un intento de clasificar los fagos
que infectan a S. thermophilus. En este estudio, utilizamos una amplia gama de métodos complementarios, incluida la
genómica comparativa, el análisis del genoma central y la filogenética de los genes característicos, para demostrar que
los fagos de S. thermophilus están organizados en 142 especies y cinco géneros (tres de ellos nuevos) y que debido a su
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diversidad genética, la clasificación a nivel de familia varía según el criterio de clasificación utilizado. No se
identificaron genes significativamente conservados entre los 183 genomas evaluados. Sin embargo, los genes que
codifican la proteína holina se conservaron en más del 95% de los genomas. El análisis de holinas sugiere que se
requieren al menos dos hélices α para la función de la proteína dentro de los fagos de S. thermophilus. Este estudio
amplió el conocimiento sobre la diversidad genética y la evolución de los fagos estreptocócicos, ambos fundamentales
para promover estrategias de control y minimizar fallas en los procesos de fermentación de la leche.
Palabras clave: Biodiversidad; Genoma central; Holina; Panviroma; Taxonomía; Genes distintivos; Cultivo iniciador.

1. Introduction
Advances in sequencing technologies and bioinformatics tools applied to metagenomic studies have contributed to the
continued expansion of genome databases and understanding of the genetic diversity of bacteriophages (phages) (Dion et al.,
2020). This knowledge is particularly important for the phages that infect Streptococcus thermophilus, a thermophilic starter
culture fundamental in manufacturing dairy products such as cheese and yogurt (de Melo et al., 2018). Infection of starter cultures
by phages during food fermentation, particularly in dairy fermentation, can lead to technological, economic, and environmental
problems due to delays in fermentation or incomplete fermentation of milk, change in product quality, reduced productivity and
disposal of milk, in cases of total process failure (de Melo et al., 2018; Mahony et al., 2020; Pujato et al., 2019).
Streptococcal phages share common features such as the S. thermophilus host, genome with modular structure, synteny
of gene functions, and genetic mosaicism. However, the constant characterization of isolates, sequencing, and comparative
analysis of genomes has shown an impressive genomic diversity among these phages (Lavelle et al., 2018a; McDonnell et al.,
2016, 2017; Szymczak et al., 2017, 2019a). The expansion of viral diversity at the genomic level is further highlighted by the
discovery of P738 group phages (Philippe et al., 2020), in addition to the other four existing groups: Moineauvirus (previously
called cos-containing phages), Brussowvirus (previously called pac-containing phages), 5093 and 987 (Le Marrec et al., 1997;
McDonnell et al., 2016; Mills et al., 2011; Tremblay and Moineau, 1999). Many of these phages have genes originating from
non-dairy environments, further highlighting their complex evolutionary relationships (McDonnell et al., 2016; Mills et al., 2011).
From an industrial point of view, this diversification represents a constant threat to milk fermentation processes. Recombination
events between phages that infect different bacterial species can result in the extension of the host range and hamper the efficient
control of phage infections in starter cultures, which generally consist of mixtures of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (de Melo et al.,
2018; Leroy and De Vuyst, 2004; McDonnell et al., 2016; Quiberoni et al., 2010; Szymczak et al., 2017).
The phage genomes that infect S. thermophilus are under a constant process of evolution due to the selective pressure
of their hosts, both in response to natural mechanisms of resistance to phage infection, as well as by industrialization and the use
of commercial starter cultures. The evolution mechanisms of these phages involve horizontal gene transfer, insertions, deletions,
point mutations, and exchange of modules, which promote their genetic diversification and complex evolutionary relationships
that do not follow the traditional hierarchical phylogeny (Brussow and Desiere, 2001; Desiere et al., 1998; Lavelle et al., 2018a,
2018b; Lucchini et al., 1999a; Philippe et al., 2020; Szymczak et al., 2017). To encompass the full range of genetic diversity, the
taxonomy of streptococcal phages must be updated to provide a stable and standardized classification framework but dynamic,
capable of accommodating revisions and reinterpretations of the perceived relationships between these phages as knowledge
about new viruses and their genomes advances.
Thus, our classification strategy has included a variety of classification tools that employ very different approaches. Our
analyzes ranged from clustering methods based on whole proteome similarity, for example, ViPTree (Nishimura et al., 2017)
and VICTOR (Meier-Kolthoff & Göker, 2017), analysis of panvirome concerning gene distribution with Roary (Page et al.,
2015), intergenomic similarity using VIRIDIC (Moraru et al., 2020), and detection and phylogeny of signature genes performed
with CoreGenes (Zafar et al., 2002) and phylogeny.fr (Dereeper et al., 2008). This multifaceted approach allowed us to gradually
descend from clustering at a family level to intra-familial relationships. Despite the diversity of applied methods, their results
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proved to be complementary and predominantly in agreement. All methods converged in robust results from five genera of S.
thermophilus phages (three new), distributed in 142 species. With this study, we allowed the expansion of the number of S.
thermophilus phages genera and species available in the ICTV database, making sense of the genetic diversity existing among
them.

2. Methodology
2.1 Genome database
Sequences of phage genomes that infect S. thermophilus available in the GenBank/NCBI database
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) (Benson et al., 2012) were retrieved in March 2022 along with other associated
information. These data were complemented with bibliographic references linked to the genomes and organized in
Supplementary Information (SI). Taxonomic classifications of S. thermophilus phages were retrieved from the International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) (https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/). The lifestyle of the phages based on the
conserved protein domains was predicted using BACPHLIP (BACterioPHage LIfestyle Predictor) (Hockenberry & Wilke, 2021).

2.2 Panvirome analysis and search for core genome
The panvirome of phages that infect S. thermophilus was analyzed using Roary 3.13.0 (Page et al., 2015). For this, the
phage genomes were reannotated using PROKKA 1.14.5 (Seemann, 2014), selecting the annotation mode for viral genomes (-kingdom Viruses), and the GFF (General Feature Format) files were used as input by the Roary. Protein sequences annotated on
the phage genomes were compared and grouped using a minimum percentage identity of 40% (-i 40). After grouping, the binary
matrix of presence/absence of genes that are part of the accessory genome was used to group the phages. This matrix corresponds
to the distribution of genes that encode proteins that were shared between the analyzed genomes. The accessory genome was
considered because no genes were included in the core genome. The dendrogram with the grouping of the binary matrix was
visualized using FigTree v1.4.4. (Rambaut, 2012). CoreGenes 5.0 (Zafar et al., 2002) was also used to identify the core genome.

2.3 Genomic organization of phages
Gene synteny and conservation of genomic structure of phages that infect S. thermophilus were evaluated using Clinker
0.0.21 (Gilchrist & Chooi, 2020). A reference genome was selected, including phages named: Streptococcus phage DT1
(NC_002072), Streptococcus phage O1205 (NC_004303), Streptococcus phage 5093 (NC_012753), Streptococcus virus 9871
(KU678389), and Streptococcus phage P738 (MK911750). These phages were chosen because they were used as a model for
the group in several studies (Deveau et al., 2008; Levesque et al., 2005; McDonnell et al., 2017; Mills et al., 2011; Tremblay and
Moineau, 1999) or because they were the first representatives of the group (Le Marrec et al., 1997; Lucchini et al., 1999b;
McDonnell et al., 2016; Philippe et al., 2020). The products of the predicted ORFs (Open Reading Frames) for each phage were
manually revised based on the genome annotations available in GenBank/NCBI.

2.4 Protein analysis
To evaluate the robustness of the Roary and CoreGenes analysis in detecting orthologous proteins in the panvirome,
multiple alignments of holins sequence of the streptococcal phages were performed using MUSCLE 3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004). All
holin sequences of the 183 phages were included. In addition, holin families enzymatic catalytic domains (ECDs) of holin
families were predicted using HMMER software v3.3.2 (Finn et al., 2011). The structure of representative holins was predicted
as described by Gontijo et al., (2022) using RoseTTAFold modeling (Baek et al., 2021). The structures were then compared
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(https://fatcat.godziklab.org/) (Li et al., 2020) and visualized using Mol* Viewer (https://molstar.org/) (Sehnal et al., 2021).

2.5 Taxonomic assignment
To determine the family-level classification of the S. thermophilus phages, we used (i) the main predicted proteomebased clustering tools: VICTOR (VIrus Classification and Tree building Online Resource) (https://ggdc.dsmz.de/victor.php)
(Meier-Kolthoff & Göker, 2017), VirClust (Virus Clusterer) (https://rhea.icbm.uni-oldenburg.de/VIRCLUST/) (Moraru, 2021)
and ViPTree (Viral Proteomic Tree) (https://www.genome.jp/viptree/) (Nishimura et al., 2017) and we calculated (ii) shared
orthologous genes. On the VICTOR analysis, all pairwise comparisons of the amino acid sequences were conducted using the
Genome-BLAST Distance Phylogeny (GBDP) method (Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2013) under settings recommended for prokaryotic
viruses (Meier-Kolthoff & Göker, 2017). The resulting intergenomic distances were used to infer a balanced minimum evolution
tree with branch support via FastME including SPR postprocessing (Lefort et al., 2015) for the D6 intergenomic distance formula.
Branch support was inferred from 100 pseudo-bootstrap replicates. Trees were rooted at the midpoint (Farris, 1972) and
visualized with iTOL (Letunic & Bork, 2021). Taxon boundaries at the species, genus, and family level were estimated with the
OPTSIL program (Göker et al., 2009), and VICTOR used the following clustering thresholds to suggest taxon boundaries at
genus (0.749680), subfamily (0.888940) and family (0.985225) level (Meier-Kolthoff & Göker, 2017). The parameters for
VirClust were: (i) protein clustering based on “e-value” after reciprocal BLASTp hits were removed if e-value >0.0001 and
bitscore <50; (ii) hierarchical clustering based on protein clusters (PCs) with a bootstrapping of 1000 replicates. The resulting
tree was split into viral genome clusters (VGCs) using an 0.98, 0.90, or 0.85 intergenomic distance threshold to determine the
family-level classification of the S. thermophilus phages (Moraru, 2021). On the ViPTree analysis, a proteomic tree was
constructed from the phage genomes based on genome-wide sequence similarities computed by tBLASTx, using dsDNA nucleic
acid type and prokaryote host category. The orthologous gene identification was performed with VirClust, based on PCs
calculated with the above parameters, CoreGenes and Roary.
In addition to the amino acid-based VICTOR analysis, the intra-familial relationships were analyzed using (i) nucleic
acid-based intergenomic similarities calculated with VIRIDIC (Virus Intergenomic Distance Calculator) (http://rhea.icbm.unioldenburg.de/VIRIDIC/) (Moraru et al., 2020) and (ii) core protein phylogeny. The species and genus definition thresholds in
VIRIDIC were 95% and 70% intergenomic similarity, respectively. The core proteins analysis was conducted as follows: (i) core
genes were detected and annotated with Roary, VirClust, and CoreGenes; (ii) multiple alignments of core protein sequences
were constructed with MUSCLE, and (iii) the phylogenetic tree was constructed with phylogeny.fr in “one click” mode (Dereeper
et al., 2008). Phylogenetic trees of signature genes were rooted using a more distant relative (outgroup) and were accompanied
by bootstrap values.

3. Results
3.1 General characteristics of phages that infect S. thermophilus
3.1.1 Distribution and current taxonomy of S. thermophilus phages
As of March 2022, 183 complete phage genomes that infect S. thermophilus were available in the GenBank database
(SI file 1 Table S1). According to the literature, the phages that infect S. thermophilus are distributed into five groups:
Moineauvirus (59.56%, n = 109), Brussowvirus (24.59%, n = 45), 5093 (7.10%, n = 13), 987 (7.65%, n = 14) and more recently,
the P738 group (1.09%, n = 2) ) (Achigar et al., 2017; Ali et al., 2014; Arioli et al., 2018; da Silva Duarte et al., 2018; Desiere
et al., 1998; Deveau et al., 2008; Guglielmotti et al., 2009; Hynes et al., 2018; Lavelle et al., 2018a, 2018b; Le Marrec et al.,
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1997; Levesque et al., 2005; Lucchini et al., 1998; McDonnell et al., 2016, 2017; Mills et al., 2011; Neve et al., 1998; Philippe
et al., 2020; Somerville et al., 2019; Stanley et al., 1997; Szymczak et al., 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Tremblay and Moineau, 1999).
At the moment, the ICTV recognizes the existence of 10 species of phages that infect S. thermophilus, which are
classified into two genera: Moineauvirus (Moineauvirus Abc2, Moineauvirus DT1, Moineauvirus mv7201, Moineauvirus Sfi19,
Moineauvirus Sfi21) and Brussowvirus (Brussowvirus ALQ132, Brussowvirus bv858, Brussowvirus bv2972, Brussowvirus
bvO1205, Brussowvirus Sfi11), all belonging to the Caudoviricetes class (https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/, 2021 release).
This classification is incomplete and does not represent the genetic diversity among streptococcal phage populations, which
requires that a new genome-based classification of the group be proposed along with updating the ICTV database.

3.1.2 Lifestyle of S. thermophilus phages
Based on the phage lifestyle assessment (SI file 1 Table S1, Figure 1), a total of 114 (64.05%) and 64 (35.95%) phages
were identified as virulent and temperate, respectively, with >50% probability. Five phage genomes from the Moineauvirus
genus showed undefined classification and 53.84% (n = 56) were classified as temperate. In contrast to the phages of the
Brussowvirus genus and 5093, 987 and P738 groups, which were classified as virulent in 91.11% (n = 41), 92.30% (n = 12),
78.57% (n = 11) and 100% (n = 2) of the analyzed genomes, respectively, with >50% probability.

3.1.3 Isolation and sampling sources
The main isolation sources of phages that infect S. thermophilus were cheese whey (n = 106) and cheese (n = 51),
corresponding to almost 86% of the total phages isolated from fermentation processes. Both virulent and temperate phages were
mostly isolated from these sources, corresponding to 85.96% (n = 98) and 84.37% (n = 54), respectively. Italy (n = 48), France
(n = 39), and Ireland (n = 17) are the countries where the most phages were isolated, characterized, and sequenced (SI file 1
Table S1).

3.1.4 Phage morphology and host recognition
All phages that infect S. thermophilus are to the siphovirus morphotype and have an icosahedral capsid connected to a
non-contractile tail (Lavelle et al., 2018a; Mahony and van Sinderen, 2014; McDonnell et al., 2017; Philippe et al., 2020). They
have a limited host range, as most isolated phages only infect their primary host and a small number infect between two and 14
strains of S. thermophilus (Binetti et al., 2005; Lavelle, Martinez, et al., 2018; McDonnell et al., 2017b; Philippe et al., 2020;
Zinno et al., 2010). Each group of phages has individual characteristics that reflect the genetic content and morphological
characteristics of these agents, including host recognition structures at the tip of the tail. Phages from the Moineauvirus and
Brussowvirus genera are morphologically similar, displaying long tails and often a terminal structure at the tip of the tail like a
small plaque accompanied by a fiber (Accolas & Spillmann, 1979; Lavelle, Martinez, et al., 2018; Le Marrec et al., 1997). Group
5093 phages have globular appendages attached to the tips of the long tail, and group 987 phages have tails considerably shorter
than those of the other phage groups, with a broad appendage at the tip of the tail that resembles that of the phages that infect
Lactococcus lactis of group P335 (Accolas and Spillmann, 1979; Lucchini et al., 1998; McDonnell et al., 2016, 2017; Mills et
al., 2011; Szymczak et al., 2017). On the other hand, the phages of the newly named group P738 have short tails similar to those
of the group 987 phages and twisted tail fibers composed of two or three subfibers (Philippe et al., 2020).

3.1.5 Genome type and organization
Streptococcal phage genomes have a modular structure and synteny of gene functions (Le Marrec et al., 1997;
McDonnell et al., 2016; Philippe et al., 2020; Szymczak et al., 2017; Tremblay and Moineau, 1999). They have double-stranded
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DNA (dsDNA) in linear form, and the size and GC content of the genomes range from 30 to 48 kb and 36.6 to 40.2%, respectively.
The number of predicted ORFs (Open Reading Frames) predicted in the phage genomes ranges from 38 to 68 (SI file 1 Table
S1).

3.2 Genomic diversity of S. thermophilus phages
Panvirome analysis based on gene distribution divided the phages into five main clusters (SI file 2), which correspond
to the phage groups already described (Moineauvirus, Brussowvirus, 5093, 987, and P738). In total, 580 genes were identified
in the panvirome analysis. Of these, almost 21% (121) are unique genes in the analyzed genomes, which shows the genetic
heterogeneity among the phages that infect S. thermophilus. The panviromes of the Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus genera have
greater genetic diversity, with a total of 187 and 162 genes, respectively, and are organized into several subclusters, which may
be related to the greater number of representatives already characterized. The panviromes of the 5093, 987, and P738 groups
have 100, 81, and 50 genes, respectively. Still, the analysis of the genetic diversity of the phages of these groups, in turn, is
limited by the smaller number of sequenced genomes. No significantly conserved genes were identified among the 183 genomes,
considering a minimum identity of 40%. Likewise, no core genome was identified with CoreGenes. However, using Roary, two
genes were present in 176 (96.17%) of the 183 analyzed genomes. Such genes are not present in the genomes of the two phages
of the P738 group and five phages of the Brussowvirus genus. One of these genes had its putative function identified and
corresponded to the genes encoding holin protein.
Comparative analyzes of the genetic organization and genome content of the reference phages showed that the genomes
of these phages share common features such as the modular structure, synteny of gene functions, and high genetic variation
between nucleotide sequences (Figure 2). However, no gene product was conserved in the five genomes. The lysis module was
the only partially conserved genomic region among the phages from Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus genera, and 5093 and 987
groups phages. Notably, the reference phage of the P738 group was revealed to be genetically distinct from the others evaluated,
sharing some gene products in a limited way with the reference phage of the 987 group. This result confirms the previous analysis
that the lysis module is the only partially conserved genomic region among the phages from Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus
genera, and 5093 and 987 groups phages.
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Figure 1. Phylogenomic tree generated by VICTOR using the amino-acid sequences of the Streptococcus thermophilus phages.

Proteome-based tree (1), phage name (2), VICTOR genus cluster (3), VICTOR subfamily cluster (4), VICTOR family cluster (5), VIRIDIC
genus cluster (6), BACPHLIP lifestyle prediction (7), phage holins classification (8), amino-acids sequence length - Min. (8,861), Max. (14,848)
(9). See SI file 3 for the high-resolution version. During step 'check_and_map_input', the VICTOR analysis skipped duplicate genomes files
'Streptococcus_phage_SW32__MH892384'
and
'Streptococcus_phage_SW33__MH892385'
(duplicates
of
'Streptococcus_phage_SW13__MH892362'). Although these phages are identical, they were isolated from different samples in three countries
(SI file 1 Table S1). Source: Authors.
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Figure 2. Comparative analysis of the genetic organization and content of phage genomes that infect Streptococcus thermophilus.

Predicted ORFs (indicated by arrows) and gene products (putative function indicated by color coding) are aligned with adjacent genomes
according to percent amino acid identity (indicated by shaded boxes). Source: Authors.

3.3 Characterization of S. thermophilus phages-encoded holins
Multiple alignments of holin sequences encoded by the 183 S. thermophilus phages revealed that this protein is
conserved among the Moineauvirus genus and 5093 and 987 groups (SI file 4). Holin sequences are also conserved in phages of
the Brussowvirus genus, except for five (MH937505, KY705285, NC_007019, MH937498, and MH937484). The holins
encoded by the two phages of the P738 group are conserved with each other, presenting, notably, sequence similarity to the holin
encoded by the phage MH937505 (Streptococcus phage CHPC1109, Brussowvirus genus). The P738 group phages
(MK911750.1_00022 and MN938931.1_00022) encode holins belonging to phage r1t holin family (PF16945), as well as one
phage (MH937505.1_00021) from the Brussowvirus genus (Figure 1). Still, in the Brussowvirus genus, four other phages
(KY705285.1_00024, NC_007019.1_00025, MH937498.1_00026, and MH937484.1_00026) encode holins from holin
superfamily VI (PF09682). The other bacteriophages (n = 176) encode holins from holin superfamily I (PF04531).
The two sequences of the holins encoded by the P738 group phages and five sequences of the Brussowvirus genus were
selected to verify the structural prediction and determine possible structural conservation despite low sequence similarity (Figure
3a). Furthermore, these sequences were compared with the sequences of the holins encoded by the reference phages and
representative holins from each one of the predicted protein families (PF16945, PF09682, and PF04531). Holins belonging to
the phage r1t holin family (PF16945) have two α-helix (Figure 3b-d), while superfamily VI holins (PF09682) have four (Figure
3j-m). The structure of holins from holin superfamily I (PF04531) is conserved, with representatives in Moineauvirus and
Brussowvirus genera and 5093 and 987 groups phages (Figure 3e-i). These holins possess two α-helix, and the superfamily I
holin encoded by some Moineauvirus genus also have an additional helix at N-terminus (Figure 3e). The angstrom error estimates
for the predictions are shown in SI file 5 Figure S1.
The pairwise alignment of the predicted structures revealed a significant pairwise alignment (p-value 1.67e-05) of two
α-helix in holins from superfamily VI and r1t holin family (Figure 3n). Similar results are found for holins from superfamilies I
and VI (p-value 8.13e-04; Figure 3o) and holins from superfamily I and r1t holin family (p-value 1.42e-03; Figure 3p). The
graphic representation of the alignments and the differential distance matrix decomposition are shown in SI file 5 Figure S2. The
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conserved structural region in all the alignments is within the functional domains of each holin protein family, suggesting that at
least two α-helix are required for protein function within S. thermophilus phages.

Figure 3. Structural prediction of representative holins encoded by Streptococcus thermophilus phages.

Multiple alignments of representative holin sequences (a). Phage r1t holin family (PF16945) from P738 group (b, c), and Brussowvirus genus
(d). Holin superfamily I (PF04531) from Moineauvirus genus (e, g), Brussowvirus genus (f), 5093 group (h), and 987 group (i). Superfamily
VI holins (PF09682) from the Brussowvirus genus (j, k, l, m). Pairwise alignment of two α-helix in holins from superfamily VI and r1t holin
family (n). Pairwise alignment of two α-helix in holins from superfamilies I and VI (o). Pairwise alignment of two α-helix in holins from
superfamily I and r1t holin family (p). Source: Authors.

3.4 Taxonomic assignment
3.4.1 Support for the description of 142 species of streptococcal phages
The intergenomic similarity between pairs of the 183 phage genomes that infect S. thermophilus and the information on
the length ratio and aligned fraction of the genomes calculated by VIRIDIC are presented in SI file 6. The evaluated phages were
divided into five clusters, according to the phage groups already described in the literature. Additional divisions into subclusters
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(internal triangles) in the Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus genera again highlight the genetic diversity among their members.
VIRIDIC integrates the ICTV virus classification criteria based on nucleotide identity thresholds of 95% for species. The
similarity data of the genome pairs quantified by VIRIDIC suggest that the 183 phages that infect S. thermophilus are organized
into 142 species. The two phages of the P738 group were considered two different species (SI file 5 Table S1, Figure S3). The
109 phages of the Moineauvirus genus were organized into 86 species (SI file 5 Tables S2 and S3, Figure S4), while the 45
phages of the Brussowvirus genus were classified into 35 species (SI file 5 Tables S4 and S5, Figure S5). The 14 phages of the
987 group were distributed in seven species (SI file 5 Tables S6 and S7, Figure S6), and of the 13 phages of the 5093 group, 12
formed different species (SI file 5 Tables S8 and S9, Figure S7). With this study, we allowed the expansion of the number of S.
thermophilus phage species available in the ICTV database from 10 to 142, including their taxonomic classification.

3.4.2 Support for the description of five genera of streptococcal phages
The ICTV has established 70% nucleotide identity of the entire genome length as the cut-off for genera and the presence
of homologous conserved ‘signature or core genes’ and evaluated using phylogenetics. Based on the proteome-based VICTOR
analysis, the division into the five groups is also found in the VICTOR phylogeny (Figure 1). Even though VICTOR has
recommended four genera, the light-green-colored one is not monophyletic and was split into two distinct genera. That is, the
subtree comprising phages "Streptococcus_phage_SW6__MH892351" to "Streptococcus_phage_SWK1__MH892377" formed
the fifth genus.
Each genus identified in the VICTOR analysis was investigated for the presence of core genes. The Roary, VirClust,
and CoreGenes analysis results were similar (Table 1, SI file 1 Tables S2-S16). The P738 group phages shared at least 43
homologs proteins (91.49%). These homologs proteins included: small/large terminase subunits, portal protein, minor/major
capsid proteins, head scaffolding protein, head-tail adaptor, major tail protein, tape measure protein, host-specificity tail protein,
holin, endolysin, DNA helicase, and primase. The phages from this genus have genomes of, on average, 33.85 kb (37.05 %GC),
encoding 47 proteins. At the DNA level, these phages share 90.71% DNA similarity (SI file 1 Tables S2-S4, SI file 5 Table S1,
SI file 6). The Moineauvirus phages shared at least 15 homologs proteins (33.33%). These homologs proteins included:
small/large terminase subunits, portal protein, major capsid protein, head scaffolding protein, head-tail connector protein, major
tail protein, antireceptor, and holin. The phages from this genus have genomes of, on average, 35.90 kb (38.74 %GC) encoding
45 proteins. At the DNA level, these phages share at least 44.35% DNA similarity (SI file 1 Tables S5-S7, SI file 5 Table S2, SI
file 6). The Brussowvirus phages shared at least 15 homologs proteins (31.25%). These homologs proteins included: portal
protein, major/minor capsid proteins, head scaffolding protein, major tail protein, and tape measure protein. The phages from
this genus have genomes of, on average, 37.32 kb (39.34 %GC) encoding 48 proteins. At the DNA level, these phages share at
least 37.0% DNA similarity (SI file 1 Tables S8-S10, SI file 5 Table S4, SI file 6). The 987 group phages shared 23 homologs
proteins (50%). These homologs proteins included: large terminase subunit, portal protein, minor/major capsid proteins, headtail connector protein, head scaffolding protein, antireceptor, major tail protein, tape measure protein, holin, endolysin, and DNA
binding protein. The phages from this genus have genomes of, on average, 32.26 kb (36.94 %GC) encoding 46 proteins. At the
DNA level, these phages share at least 56.14% DNA similarity (SI file 1 Tables S11-S13, SI file 5 Table S6, SI file 6). The 5093
group phages shared at least 22 homologs proteins (46.80%). These homologs proteins included: small/large terminase subunits,
portal protein, minor/major capsid proteins, head scaffolding protein, antireceptor, major tail protein, holin, endolysin, and DNA
binding protein. The phages from this genus have genomes of, on average, 34.25 kb (38.26 %GC) encoding 47 proteins. At the
DNA level, these phages share at least 64.44% DNA similarity (SI file 1 Tables S14-S16, SI file 5 Table S8, SI file 6).
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Table 1. Core genes with putative functions identified for each group/genus using the Roary, VirClust, and CoreGenes tools.
Genus
(reference
genome)

P738
(MK911750)

Moineauvirus
(NC_002072 )

5093
(NC_012753)

987
(KU678389)

Roary infomation
Gene_ID
gene_00001
gene_00002
gene_00003
gene_00004
gene_00006
gene_00007
gene_00008
gene_00009
gene_00010
gene_00011
gene_00012
gene_00013
gene_00014
gene_00015
gene_00016
gene_00017
gene_00018
gene_00019
gene_00020
gene_00021
gene_00022
gene_00023
gene_00024
gene_00025
gene_00026
gene_00027
gene_00031
gene_00033
gene_00034
gene_00035
gene_00036
gene_00037
gene_00038
gene_00039
gene_00040
gene_00041
gene_00042
gene_00043
gene_00044
gene_00045
gene_00046
gene_00047
gene_00048
gene_00002
gene_00003
gene_00005
gene_00006
gene_00007
gene_00008
gene_00009
gene_00010
gene_00011
gene_00012
gene_00013
gene_00014
gene_00016
gene_00021
gene_00039
gene_00041
gene_00043
gene_00008
gene_00012
gene_00014
gene_00017
gene_00019
gene_00020
gene_00021
gene_00022
gene_00023
gene_00024
gene_00025
gene_00026
gene_00027
gene_00028
gene_00029
gene_00030
gene_00031
gene_00032
gene_00033
gene_00034
gene_00035
gene_00039
gene_00040
gene_00002
gene_00003

Protein length
159
425
430
271
195
302
50
108
103
116
136
165
104
97
738
773
1323
666
90
116
63
248
88
41
75
120
48
113
75
154
395
215
140
112
274
449
96
57
138
106
92
112
388
153
229
386
222
397
104
116
140
123
203
117
1656
914
80
165
172
235
82
170
97
235
148
434
502
407
205
281
57
129
111
119
134
167
120
219
1528
239
508
91
80
462
446

BLAST_annot
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
head protein
scaffold protein
major head protein
hypothetical protein
head-tail connector
hypothetical protein
tail protein
hypothetical protein
major tail protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
tape-measure protein
host-specificity tail protein
tail fiber protein
tail protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
holin
endolysin
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
transcriptional regulator
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
helicase
recombinase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
primase
virulence-associated protein E
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
scaffolding protein
major capsid protein
head-tail connector protein
head-tail connector protein
tail protein
tail protein
major tail protein
tail chaperone protein
tape measure protein
antireceptor
holin
DNA binding protein
HNH endonuclease
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
DNA binding protein
hypothetical protein
domain-containing protein
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor capsid protein
scaffolding protein
major capsid protein
hypothetical protein
head-tail connector protein
minor capsid protein
minor capsid protein
minor capsid protein
major tail protein
tail assembly chaperone protein
hypothetical protein
tape-measure protein
distal tail protein
tail-associated lysin
holin
holin
terminase large subunit
portal protein

VirClust information
Gene_ID
gene_1
gene_2
gene_3
gene_4
gene_5
gene_6
gene_7
gene_8
gene_9
gene_10
gene_11
gene_12
gene_13
gene_14
gene_15
gene_16
gene_17
gene_18
gene_19
gene_20
gene_21
gene_22
gene_23
gene_24
gene_25
gene_26
gene_27
gene_31
gene_33
gene_34
gene_35
gene_36
gene_37
gene_38
gene_39
gene_40
gene_41
gene_42
gene_43
gene_44
gene_45
gene_46
gene_47
gene_48
gene_2
gene_3
gene_5
gene_6
gene_7
gene_8
gene_9
gene_10
gene_11
gene_12
gene_13
gene_14
gene_15
gene_16
gene_17
gene_18
gene_19
gene_22
gene_43
gene_8
gene_9
gene_12
gene_14
gene_17
gene_19
gene_20
gene_21
gene_22
gene_23
gene_24
gene_25
gene_26
gene_27
gene_28
gene_29
gene_30
gene_31
gene_32
gene_33
gene_34
gene_35
gene_37
gene_39
gene_40
gene_41
gene_2
gene_3

Protein length
160
426
431
272
55
196
303
51
109
104
117
137
166
105
98
739
774
1324
667
91
117
64
249
89
42
76
123
49
114
76
155
396
207
141
113
275
450
97
58
139
107
93
113
390
154
230
60
387
223
398
105
117
141
124
204
118
1657
519
915
686
132
81
133
83
52
171
98
236
149
435
503
408
206
282
62
130
112
120
135
168
121
220
1529
240
509
395
92
81
282
463
447
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PHROGS_annot
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor head protein
no_hit
head scaffolding protein
major head protein
Arc-like repressor
head-tail adaptor
no_hit
neck protein Ne1
tail completion Tc1
major tail protein
no_hit
no_hit
tail length tape measure protein
minor tail protein
tail fiber protein and host specificity
tail protein
no_hit
no_hit
holin
endolysin
no_hit
no_hit
transcriptional repressor
nucleotide kinase
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
DNA helicase
Erf-like ssDNA annealing protein
no_hit
no_hit
DNA polymerase/primase
DNA helicase
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
no_hit
DNA repair exonuclease
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
no_hit
portal protein
head maturation protease
major head protein
head-tail adaptor Ad1
no_hit
no_hit
tail protein
major tail protein
tail protein
minor tail protein
minor tail protein
tail fiber protein and host specificity
minor tail protein
no_hit
holin
transcriptional regulator
no_hit
no_hit
DNA binding protein
no_hit
no_hit
terminase small subunit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor head protein
head scaffolding protein
major head protein
no_hit
head-tail adaptor
head-tail adaptor
minor head protein
minor head protein
major tail protein
no_hit
no_hit
tail protein
no_hit
tail protein
no_hit
holin
holin
endolysin
terminase large subunit
portal protein

CoreGenes information
ID
QDP43702.1
QDP43703.1
QDP43704.1
QDP43705.1
QDP43706.1
QDP43707.1
QDP43708.1
QDP43709.1
QDP43710.1
QDP43711.1
QDP43712.1
QDP43713.1
QDP43714.1
QDP43715.1
QDP43716.1
QDP43717.1
QDP43718.1
QDP43719.1
QDP43720.1
QDP43721.1
QDP43722.1
QDP43723.1
QDP43724.1
QDP43725.1
QDP43726.1
QDP43727.1
QDP43728.1
QDP43732.1
QDP43734.1
QDP43735.1
QDP43736.1
QDP43737.1
QDP43738.1
QDP43739.1
QDP43740.1
QDP43741.1
QDP43742.1
QDP43743.1
QDP43744.1
QDP43745.1
QDP43746.1
QDP43747.1
QDP43748.1
QDP43749.1
NP_049390.1
NP_049392.1

annot
putative terminase small subunit
putative terminase large subunit
putative portal protein
putative head morphogenesis protein
hypothetical protein
putative scaffold protein
major head protein
hypothetical protein
putative head-tail connector
hypothetical protein
putative tail protein
hypothetical protein
major tail protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative tape-measure protein
putative host-specificity tail protein
putative tail fiber protein
putative tail protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative endolysin
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative transcriptional regulator
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative helicase
putative DNA recombination protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative replication protein
putative virulence-associated protein E
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
terminase small subunit P27 family
putative terminase large subunit

NP_049394.1

portal protein

NP_049396.1

major head protein

NP_049398.1
NP_049399.1

head closure protein
tail protein

NP_049401.1
NP_049402.1
NP_049403.2
NP_049405.1
NP_049406.1

tail protein
tail protein
putative tail component protein
tail family protein
tail-host specificity protein

NP_049409.1
NP_049412.1
NP_049433.1

DUF1366 domain-containing protein
holin
DUF1492 domain-containing protein

NP_049434.1

HNH endonuclease

YP_002925093.1

DNA binding protein

YP_002925095.1
YP_002925097.1
YP_002925098.1
YP_002925099.1
YP_002925100.1
YP_002925101.1
YP_002925102.1
YP_002925103.1
YP_002925104.1

DUF1340 domain-containing protein
terminase small subunit
PBSX family terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor capsid protein
scaffolding protein
N4-gp56 family major capsid protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

YP_002925105.1
YP_002925106.1
YP_002925107.1
YP_002925108.1
YP_002925109.1
YP_002925110.1
YP_002925111.1
YP_002925112.1
YP_002925114.1
YP_002925116.1
YP_002925117.1
YP_002925118.1
AMQ65697.1
AMQ65698.1

minor capsid protein
minor capsid protein
tail protein
hypothetical protein
Gp15 family bacterioprotein
putative antireceptor protein
hypothetical protein
endolysin
antireceptor
hypothetical protein
holin
peptidoglycan hydrolase
TerL
portal protein
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Brussowvirus
(NC_004303)

gene_00004
gene_00005
gene_00006
gene_00007
gene_00008
gene_00009
gene_00010
gene_00011
gene_00012
gene_00013
gene_00014
gene_00015
gene_00016
gene_00017
gene_00018
gene_00021
gene_00022
gene_00040
gene_00042
gene_00044
gene_00045
gene_00022
gene_00025
gene_00027
gene_00028
gene_00029
gene_00030
gene_00035
gene_00036
gene_00037
gene_00038
gene_00039
gene_00040
gene_00041
gene_00046
gene_00047

346
199
287
63
110
103
108
129
165
116
89
916
253
910
647
81
200
51
170
79
235
236
107
501
297
193
119
114
128
168
117
105
1517
512
654
117

minor capsid protein
domain-containing protein
major capsid protein
Ig domain containing protein
head-tail connector protein
hypothetical protein
capsid and scaffold protein
capsid protein
major tail protein
tail chaperone protein
hypothetical protein
tape measure protein
tail family protein
tail-associated lysin
antireceptor
holin
lysin
hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
terminase small subunit
portal protein
minor capsid protein
capsid and scaffold protein
major capsid protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
major tail protein
tail chaperone protein
hypothetical protein
tape measure protein
tail protein
tail protein
hypothetical protein

gene_4
gene_5
gene_6
gene_7
gene_8
gene_9
gene_10
gene_11
gene_12
gene_13
gene_14
gene_15
gene_16
gene_17
gene_18
gene_21
gene_22
gene_40
gene_42
gene_44
gene_45
gene_20
gene_22
gene_25
gene_26
gene_27
gene_28
gene_29
gene_30
gene_35
gene_36
gene_37
gene_38
gene_39
gene_40
gene_41
gene_45
gene_46
gene_47

347
200
288
64
111
104
109
130
166
117
90
917
254
911
648
82
201
52
171
97
236
182
237
108
412
503
298
194
120
115
129
169
118
106
1518
513
844
670
118

minor head protein
head scaffolding protein
major head protein
structural protein with Ig domain
head-tail adaptor
minor head protein
neck protein Ne1
tail completion Tc1
major tail protein
tail protein
tail assembly chaperone
no_hit
minor tail protein
minor head protein
virion structural protein
holin
endolysin
no_hit
DNA binding protein
no_hit
no_hit
DNA binding protein
no_hit
no_hit
terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor head protein
head scaffolding protein
major head protein
neck protein Ne1
tail completion Tc1
major tail protein
tail protein
tail assembly chaperone
tail protein
minor tail protein
host range and adsorption protein
tail protein
no_hit

AMQ65699.1
AMQ65700.1
AMQ65701.1
AMQ65702.1
AMQ65703.1
AMQ65704.1
AMQ65705.1
AMQ65706.1
AMQ65707.1
AMQ65708.1
AMQ65709.1
AMQ65710.1
AMQ65711.1
AMQ65712.1
AMQ65713.1
AMQ65716.1
AMQ65717.1
AMQ65737.1
AMQ65739.1
AMQ65741.1
AMQ65742.1
NP_695098.1
NP_695101.1

minor capsid protein
scaffolding protein
major capsid protein
hypothetical protein
head-tail connector protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
tail terminator protein
major tail protein
tail chaperone protein
hypothetical protein
tape measure protein
distal tail protein
tail-associated lysin
antireceptor
holin
lysin
hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

NP_695104.1
NP_695105.1
NP_695106.1
NP_695107.1
NP_695108.1
NP_695113.1
NP_695114.1
NP_695115.1
NP_695116.1
NP_695117.1
NP_695118.1
NP_695119.1
NP_695120.1
NP_695124.1
NP_695125.1

PBSX family terminase large subunit
portal protein
minor capsid protein
DUF4355 domain-containing protein
putative structural protein
HK97 gp10 family protein
DUF3168 domain-containing protein
major tail protein
tail assembly chaperone
hypothetical protein
putative tail protein
tail family protein
putative tail protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

Source: Authors.

The genes encoding the major tail protein (MTP) and portal protein were detected and annotated in the five genera by
all tools (Roary, VirClust, and CoreGenes) and, therefore, were used to visualize the clades of genera in the phylogenetic analysis.
All genes encoding the MTP and Portal proteins produced a phylogenetic tree in which the genus was represented by a wellsupported clade (Figure 4, SI file 7). Based on the results of the phage genomes clustering analyses, detection, and phylogeny of
the core genes, the S. thermophilus phages were classified at the genus level according to the criteria described below. The
criteria for demarcating a new genus for the phages of the P738 group were: 70% DNA sequence identity and monophyly in the
terminase large subunit (TerL), portal, and holin proteins phylogenetic trees (SI file 5 Figures S3 and S8). The criteria for
demarcating the Moineauvirus genus were: at least 44.35% DNA sequence identity and monophyly in the terminase small subunit
(TerS), major tail protein (MTP), and portal proteins phylogenetic trees (SI file 5 Figures S4 and S9). The criteria for demarcating
the Brussowvirus genus were: at least 37.0% DNA sequence identity and monophyly in the major capsid protein (MCP), portal
protein, and major tail protein (MTP) proteins phylogenetic trees (SI file 5 Figures S5 and S10). The criteria for demarcating a
new genus for the phages of the 987 group were: at least 56.3% DNA sequence identity and monophyly in the major capsid
protein (MCP), portal protein, and major tail protein (MTP) proteins phylogenetic trees (SI file 5 Figures S6 and S11). The
criteria for demarcating a new genus for the phages of the 5093 group were: at least 64.44% DNA sequence identity and
monophyly in the terminase large subunit (TerL), major capsid protein (MCP), and major tail protein (MTP) proteins
phylogenetic trees (SI file 5 Figures S7 and S12).
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic trees constructed for each genus identified in the VICTOR analysis of the Streptococcus thermophilus
phages.

The trees were constructed using the Major Tail Protein (MTP) amino acid sequences. Source: Authors.

The similarity data of the genome pairs quantified by VIRIDIC suggested that the 183 phages that infect S. thermophilus
are organized into 42 possible genera (Figure 1, SI file 6). Phages from the Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus were distributed in
23 and 12 genera, respectively, while the phages from groups 5093 and 987 were reorganized into three genera each. However,
the VIRIDIC analysis was based only on nucleotide identity thresholds of 70% for genus level demarcation. The presence of a
set of conserved genes and monophyly in the signature genes, added to the morphological, genomic, and ecological
characteristics shared by all the phages in the same group, allow us to classify the five groups described in the literature as being
in fact, five genera of streptococcal phages. With these results, we allowed the expansion of the number of genera of S.
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thermophilus phages taxonomically classified by ICTV from two to five, adding three new genera within the Caudoviricetes
class.

3.4.3 Family level clustering of streptococcal phages
ICTV is currently defining criteria for the distinction of new families and orders. However, it has been proposed that
the family-level represents a cohesive and monophyletic group in the main predicted proteome-based clustering tools, whose
members share a significant number of orthologous genes. The amino acid-based VICTOR analysis showed that S. thermophilus
phages are organized into one subfamily and one family (Figure 1). However, VICTOR analysis does not identify the orthologous
proteins that contributed to the clustering of phages at subfamily and family levels.
It was described that a 0.90 intergenomic distance threshold applied to the PC tree in VirClust delineated most families
within the Duplodnaviria realm (Moraru, 2021). Here, different distance thresholds (0.98, 0.90, and 0.85) were applied to the
hierarchical trees produced by VirClust, to determine if one of them is suitable for defining family level clusters. When a 0.98
intergenomic distance threshold was applied to the PC tree in VirClust, the 183 phage genomes clustered into a single VGC (SI
file 5 Figure S13). However, the core proteins shared by the phages that defined the VGC were not identified, that is, no PC was
formed, generating uncertainty regarding the clustering for demarcation of the family level. Potentially, 0.98 could be used for
order level delineation. When protein clustering was performed with the default parameters of VirClust (0.90 intergenomic
distance threshold), the resulting tree was split into three VGCs based on PCs (SI file 5 Figure S14). The core proteins defining
each VGC were identified and annotated (SI file 1 Tables S17-S19). Phage genomes from P738 and Moineauvirus genera formed
one family each, sharing 44 and 19 PCs, respectively. While phage genomes from Brussowvirus, 987 and 5093 genera formed a
third family, sharing two PCs. One of these shared PCs had its putative function identified and corresponded to the gene encoding
DNA binding protein. However, as only a small proportion of proteins were shared with other phages in the dataset, it increases
clustering uncertainty and can indicate incorrect clustering (Moraru, 2021). Identical results were obtained with CoreGenes (SI
file 1 Table S20). Roary detected a single core gene among the phages of these three genera, encoding a hypothetical protein,
also detected by the other tools (SI file 1 Table S21). A total of 107 shell genes (15% <= strains < 95%) were also found among
the phages of these genera. A threshold of 0.85 intergenomic distance applied on the hierarchical tree split the phage genomes
into four VGCs (SI file 5 Figure S15). Phage genomes from P738, Moineauvirus, and 5093 genera formed one family each,
sharing 44, 19, and 25 PCs, respectively (SI file Tables S22-S24). Phage from Brussowvirus and 987 genera formed a fourth
family, sharing seven PCs (SI file 1 Table S25). Shared PCs by the phages of the Brussowvirus and 987 genera include the DNA
binding protein, portal protein, minor head protein, connector, major tail protein, tail protein, and other hypothetical proteins.
Similar results were obtained with CoreGenes (SI file 1 Table S26), which identified eight orthologous proteins shared by these
phage genera. Roary detected two core genes among the phages of these genera, encoding a hypothetical protein and major tail
protein, also detected by the other tools (SI file 1 Table S27). A total of 93 shell genes (15% <= strains < 95%) were also found
among the phages of these genera.
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Figure 5. Parts of the proteomic tree constructed by ViPTree.

The tree includes 2082 related sequences with the 183 Streptococcus thermophilus phages. The phages of interest in this study are indicated
with red stars. The red arrow indicates the possible family-level clustering for phages of Moineauvirus, Brussowvirus, and 5093 genera. The
class of the related phages and the phylum of bacterial hosts are also annotated. The colored boxes delineate the genera. The complete
phylogenetic tree created by ViPTree can be seen in SI file 8. Source: Authors.

Similar clades were obtained using the main predicted proteome-based clustering tools, confirming that S. thermophilus
phages are grouped separately into five genera in the hierarchical clustering. However, these clades were assigned to a different
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number of families by the VICTOR (a single family) and VirClust analysis (one, three, or four families, according to the
intergenomic distance threshold). Phylogenetic analysis of phage proteomes using ViPTree revealed that three of the five genera
of phages are more closely related to each other than to any other phages (Figure 5). The phages from Moineauvirus,
Brussowvirus, and 5093 genera formed a cohesive and monophyletic group and appeared to form a family separately from the
P738 and 987 genera phages. Orthologous proteins shared by the phages of these three genera were identified using Roary. A
single core gene (gene encoding hypothetical protein) was included (SI file 1 Table S28). A total of 79 shell genes (15% <=
strains < 95%) and a single soft core gene (95% <= strains < 99%) were also found among the phages of these genera. On the
other hand, the next closest relatives of P738 and 987 genera were phages that infect the pathogenic bacteria Streptococcus
pyogenes (Streptococcus phage T12, NC_028700 and Streptococcus prophage 315.5, NC_004588) and the lactic acid bacterium
Lactococcus lactis (Lactococcus phage Tuc2009, NC_002703 and Lactococcus phage P335, DQ838728), respectively.
Moineauvirus and Brussowvirus genera shared five orthologous proteins using CoreGenes (SI file 1 Tables S29) and two core
genes detected with Roary, encoding hypothetical proteins (SI file 1 Tables S30). Phages from these genera also shared 70 shell
genes (15% <= strains < 95%) and two soft core genes (95% <= strains < 99%).

4. Discussion
Phages have complex evolutionary relationships (Dion et al., 2020; Koonin et al., 2020), and several strategies have
been used in an attempt to classify the phages that infect S. thermophilus. Historically, the classification of streptococcal phages
was based on morphology and the combination of the DNA packaging mode and the number of major structural proteins (Desiere
et al., 1999; Le Marrec et al., 1997; Lucchini et al., 1999a, 1999b). This classification limited the division of phages that infect
S. thermophilus into two groups: cos-containing phages, whose phages had cohesive genomic ends when treated with restriction
enzymes (Moineauvirus genus) and two main structural proteins; and pac-containing phages, whose phages showed absence of
cohesive ends (Brussowvirus genus) and three main structural proteins (Le Marrec et al., 1997). The discovery of phages with
new properties resulted in the need to update this classification, which led to the proposition of two new groups, 5093 (Mills et
al., 2011) and 987 (McDonnell et al., 2016). Although group 5093 phages have a genomic architecture similar to members of
the Moineauvirus genus, with two main structural proteins, their genome sequences are more similar to those of phages from the
Brussowvirus genus and a streptococcal prophage of non-dairy origin (Mills et al., 2011). The genomes of group 987 phages, on
the other hand, show genetic exchange events, exhibiting a DNA sequence relationship with the morphogenesis modules of
certain phages that infect L. lactis of the P335 group and with the replication modules of phages that infect S. thermophilus
(McDonnell et al., 2016). A fifth group, P738, formed by two genetically distinct phages from the other phages that infect S.
thermophilus was described. These phages are closely related to each other and share similarities with non-dairy streptococcal
phages (Philippe et al., 2020).
Changes in virus classification, taxonomy, and nomenclature occur annually (Walker et al., 2021) as a result of an
increasing increase in sequenced genomes and the rise of metagenomic studies (Al-Shayeb et al., 2020; Dion et al., 2020;
Simmonds et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2021). To accommodate the full spectrum of virus genetic divergence, ICTV changed the
hierarchical taxonomic classification structure to 15 positions, including eight major classifications (realm, kingdom, phylum,
class, order, family, genus, and species) and seven classifications derived from the main (ICTV, 2020). At the realm level, viruses
were grouped into Adnaviria, Duplodnaviria, Monodnaviria, Riboviria, Ribozyviria, and Varidnaviria (Walker et al., 2021). For
tailed phages, it was proposed to eliminate the order Caudovirales and the families Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae
(Turner et al., 2021). Without these taxonomic levels, the Caudoviricetes class automatically integrated all tailed phages, and
ICTV is currently defining the criteria for the distinction of new families and orders. However, it has been proposed that they
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should be based on analyzes of entire viral proteomes and consider shared orthologous proteins (Koonin et al., 2020; Turner et
al., 2021).
In this study, we used a wide range of complementary methods, including comparative genomics, core genome analysis,
and signature genes phylogenetics, to show that the S. thermophilus phages are organized into 142 species and five genera and
that due to their genetic diversity, the classification at family level varies according to the classification criteria used. In the
process of the taxon evaluation, we explored the feasibility of different demarcation criteria and critically evaluated the
usefulness of our methods for phage classification. The convergence of results, drawing a consistent and comprehensive picture
of five well-supported clades, regardless of method, demonstrates that the tools applied here are particularly useful in S.
thermophilus phages taxonomy at species and genus levels. At the family level classification, the S. thermophilus phages from
Brussowvirus, 987 and 5093 genera formed a group sharing at least one ortholog gene, or yet, Brussowvirus and 987 genera
formed a group sharing at least two orthologous genes. These groupings corroborate a recent study that suggested the
evolution/emergence of 5093 and 987 phages through recombination with temperate Brussowviruses, based on phylogenetic
analyzes of streptococcal phage replication modules (Hanemaaijer et al., 2021). On the other hand, the phages from Moineauvirus,
Brussowvirus, and 5093 genera formed a monophyletic group in the viral proteomic tree sharing at least one ortholog gene. The
relationship among the phages of these three genera has been described previously (Mills et al., 2011). It was reported that the
first phage of the genus 5093 (Streptococcus phage 5093, NC_012753) evolved from gene exchanges with pac-containing phages
(Brussowvirus genus), representing a hybrid phage and that although has a genomic architecture similar to members of the
Moineauvirus genus, their genome sequences are more similar to those of phages from the Brussowvirus genus.
Five well-supported clades were obtained using the main classification tools, and the convergence of their results for
the analyzed taxa, confirms that S. thermophilus phages are grouped separately into five genera in the hierarchical clustering,
whose members do not share a sufficiently conserved gene. However, the genes encoding holin protein are conserved in more
than 95% of genomes. Holin superfamily I, mainly, is widespread among LAB (Fujimoto et al., 2020). (Mills et al., 2011b) also
observed that endolysin and holin genes are highly conserved in S. thermophilus phages, mainly holin superfamily I. Our study
highlights two other holin families in S. thermophilus phages, the rIt family and holin superfamily VI. (Labrie et al., 2004) were
the authors that first described the r1t holin family in Lactococcus lactis phages. Finally, the authors observed that the lysis
cassette of the phage r1t has the same general lysis module features as other Lactococcus lactis phages.
Comparative genomic analyzes have shown that the genomes of these phages exhibit a high degree of conservation
within the genera defined here, particularly in the structural modules (Lavelle et al., 2018a; McDonnell et al., 2017; Philippe et
al., 2020; Szymczak et al., 2019a), but also exhibit nucleotide divergence between genera and between phage within the same
genus. This particularity in genomes of sharing regions of high sequence similarity with abrupt transitions into adjacent regions
without detectable similarity is described as genetic mosaicism (Dion et al., 2020; Hendrix et al., 1999). These regions (genes
and gene blocks) have distinct evolutionary histories due to multiple genetic exchange events that suffer in response to the
selective pressure of their hosts, which drives their diversity (Dion et al., 2020). Streptococcal phage genomes are undergoing a
process of evolution through, as studies indicate, horizontal gene transfer, insertions, deletions, point mutations, and exchange
of genetic modules (Brussow and Desiere, 2001; Desiere et al., 1998; Lavelle et al., 2018a, 2018b; Lucchini et al., 1999a; Philippe
et al., 2020; Szymczak et al., 2017). From an industrial point of view, this diversification represents a constant threat to milk
fermentation processes, as it can result in the extension of the host range and make it difficult to efficiently control phage
infections in starter cultures, which generally consist of mixtures of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (de Melo et al., 2018; Leroy and
De Vuyst, 2004; McDonnell et al., 2016; Quiberoni et al., 2010; Szymczak et al., 2017). As the 183 phages evaluated were
mainly isolated from industrial fermentation environments, industrialization and the use of commercial starter cultures have
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likely limited the diversity of bacterial strains in dairy environments, resulting in a high gene flow capable of generating phage
recombinants with potentially expanded lytic activity.

5. Conclusion
The phages that infect S. thermophilus have a remarkable genetic diversity that can result in the extension of their host
range, which poses a threat to milk fermentation processes. Considering all the advantages and limitations of the classification
tools used here and the convergence of their results for the analyzed taxa, our study contributes to expanding knowledge about
the genetic diversity and evolution of streptococcal phages. Our work also highlights the importance of monitoring, isolating,
and sequencing streptococcal phages in industrial environments to promote control strategies and minimize failures in milk
fermentation processes. The sets of core genes of the five genera described in this study are promissory targets for developing
future strategies for biocontrol of S. thermophilus phages.
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